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Currently San Diego Unified is operating under a 1% budget reserve requirement 
pursuant to the provisions of SB 2023 (Alpert/1998) and California State Board 
approved waiver CDSIS-4-11-2002-W-3.  That authorization becomes inoperative on 
July 1, 2004.  This renewal waiver request would allow San Diego Unified to 
continue operating under the 1% reserve requirement.  Since the request is specific to 
a single school district and is subject to waiver, use of the waiver authority is more 
appropriate than pursuing follow-up legislation.   
 
San Diego Unified has operated in a sound financial manner under the 1% budget 
reserve.  Failure to obtain this waiver would require San Diego to maintain a reserve 
of 2% and would require the district to make more than $11 million in cuts to 
instructional programs in order to maintain an unnecessarily high budget reserve.    
The district has continuously demonstrated overall growth in student achievement in 
the last five years and increasing the reserve requirement will only exacerbate already 
significant cost pressures that threaten the district�s educational reforms.  Approval of 
this waiver will lessen the potentially deep cuts in educational programs that may be 
necessary in this difficult financial environment. 
 
The district seeks a waiver of both the Education Code and the Code of California 
Regulations listed in the waiver request for the 2004-2005 and the 2005-2006 fiscal 
years, because the district�s ADA, excluding charter school ADA, has dropped  below 
the statutory requirement of 125,000.  The district currently has approximately 9,200 
students enrolled in 21 operating charter schools.  While current law is not clear that 
charter school ADA must be excluded for purposes of a district�s general fund 
reserve, the district is seeking a waiver, because it is our belief that the intent of the 
law was not to raise the district�s general fund reserve as a result of  support for 
charter school development. 

 


